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REserving Trees

Tree Health Covenant

Darren Smith | Senior Environmental Scientist, California State
Parks, San Diego Coast District

Dolores Davies Jamison | Crest Road

Darren Smith on the Torrey
Pines State Reserve’s
philosophy regarding
managing the plant and
animal life on the site.

S

ince Torrey Pines is a
State Natural Reserve we
support natural ecological
processes. We only intervene
when there are contemporary
human-caused disruptions to
these processes. Examples:
the introduction of non-native
invasive plants, year round
flows of water from urban
runoff, fragmentation of
Photo Betty Wheeler
habitat by urban development,
roads, and trails, altered fire
regimes, and increased populations of nuisance animals.
We generally leave dead trees standing unless they represent a
hazard to visitors or facilities. Dead trees can provide structure
for wildlife (for example woodpeckers, raptors, and bluebirds),
and habitat for native insects such as boring bees and beetles.
It usually takes just a couple of years for these trees to fall over
on their own. The California engraver beetle is the main species
responsible for the mortality in our Torrey Pines. This beetle
persists in living trees. Once a tree’s wood is dry they move on.
We have experimented with watering trees near the lodge with
limited success. This is not practical over 1600 acres and over
3000 trees. Also, introducing potable water widely through
the reserve could cause damage to other plants and animals.
Anywhere an introduced water source is present populations
of Argentine ants can colonize. These ants eat native harvester
ants (the primary food source for horned lizards) and other
wildlife and can carry scale to the root systems of some of
our rare chaparral species. There are other repercussions for
introducing artificial water especially during warm months
when harmful soil pathogens are more likely to develop.
We do intervene a little with Torrey Pine ecology. We trap
beetles with a non-toxic trapping system to monitor their
population and reduce their numbers. We are also

I

n December 2016, prompted by concerns about the state of
its community forest and the threat of wildfires, the Rancho
Santa Fe Association (RSFA), noting the importance of trees to
an increase in property values and residents’ health, initiated a
comprehensive study to gauge the health of the 260,000-plus trees in
the RSFA’s Covenant. Continuing drought and an increase in hot, dry
temperatures had led to an uptick in insects and diseases, resulting
in the loss of thousands of trees—Eucalyptus, citrus, and other
varieties. Recognizing the importance of the community’s forest
to the Covenant’s identity along with environmental and health
benefits, the RSFA needed a clear assessment of the situation and an
aggressive roadmap for preserving the forest, reducing wildfire risks,
and educating residents about tree “best practices.”
The Covenant Forest Health Study, completed last January, included
the work of two consultants—Encinitas-based environmental
planning and engineering firm, Dudek, and Tree San Diego. Del
Mar’s Sustainability Advisory Board (on which this writer sits)
invited the RSFA to share the results of its study. While the study
found that a high percentage of the Covenant trees—more than
224,000–were in fair to good condition, 42,000 trees were judged
to be in poor health or dead. Given the fact that 95% of trees in the
Covenant are on private property, the RSFA has been working closely
with the Rancho Santa Fe Fire Protection District to encourage
residents to remove dead trees on their property. The RSFA received
grant funding to focus on removing dead trees in the southwest
border of the covenant near the San Dieguito River Valley, an area
that burned during the 2007 Witch Fire.
The study also emphasized the importance of tree age and species
diversification in preserving forest health and the need to plant “the
right trees in the right places.” In addition to enhancing Eucalyptus
tree management and fire safety measures, the report recommended
that the RSFA form a Covenant volunteer corps—individuals could
serve as “tree stewards” to encourage and guide property owners in
maintaining the health of the forest. The 300-page study, a “Call for
Action,” urges Covenant property owners and the community at large
to implement the recommendations to ensure that future generations
benefit from the health, economic, energy and environmental
benefits the trees provide. Del Mar would be wise to follow.
implementing a Climate Ready Reforestation Project to sustain
Torrey Pines for as long as possible given the current trend of
increased heat and decreasing precipitation.

Editorial

Ellie Takes the GAvel

W

ith Ellie Haviland taking the oath as Mayor on
December 2, Del Mar can look forward to a year of
bold leadership from a battle-tested councilmember. Her
calm demeanor will be a strong asset in presiding over the
council, and we expect that she will treat all citizens who
speak at Council meetings with respect. Del Mar will also
benefit from strong regional ties she has developed through
SANDAG and other agencies.
Ellie has been a strong proponent of core Del Mar values
during her three years on Council. Her commitment to
our Climate Action Plan and sustainability goals would
make Dave Keeling proud. Her leadership on short-term
rental issues, with a compromise plan supported by a 4-1
Council vote, has put Del Mar in the best possible position
to protect the special residential character mandated by our
Community Plan. Her leadership on Community Choice
Energy over the past 2+ years is bringing us local control
and a green approach to Del Mar’s energy procurement,
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a refreshing change from what was long a monopoly
enterprise. In this effort, she worked collaboratively with
Solana Beach and Carlsbad, and is serving as Del Mar’s
representative to the Clean Energy Alliance (CEA), the
JPA overseeing the implementation of the three cities’
community choice energy program. Her CEA colleagues
selected her as Vice-Chair.
She has worked hard on our housing goals, working
collaboratively with the 22nd DAA Board (the Fair board)
to meet part of our affordable housing mandate using
Fairground property. It has been during Ellie’s term that
Del Mar has achieved its first-ever affordable housing units,
with three approved units now underway.
Our focus on Ellie’s collaborative successes and strong
leadership is intentional. The key to success on big issues
is effective collaboration with those who share our core
values and goals, coupled with the willingness to lead by
drawing a clear line in the sand when necessary to protect
our community and its values. And it is the difficult housing
issues we face, including SANDAG’s current RHNA process,
that have brought Ellie the kind of fire that brings to mind
Franklin Roosevelt’s dictum, “Judge me by the enemies I
have made.”
Repeatedly, the long knives of the Woodpecker crowd have
been out for Ellie. In our October issue, the Sandpiper felt
compelled to fact-check two of those attacks, and another
fact-check is in this issue. As the saying goes, “You are
entitled to your own opinion, but not your own facts.”
We expect that we’ll need to reserve ample space over the
coming year for fact-checks on these attacks on our Mayor.
We trust Del Marians to understand that the key issues we
face are complex, to reject personal attacks, and instead, to
do the work to understand complex issues and decisions,
and to reward the leaders who bring deep knowledge and
strong Del Mar values to their work on our behalf. Above
all, we trust you’ll join us in wishing Ellie great success as
our Mayor – and in taking a laboring oar, when possible, to
help bring about that success.
The Editorial Board

Letters to the Editor
• The Sandpiper welcomes readers’ letters and articles.
• Material submitted must include the writer’s name, street
address, and phone number, and should not exceed 400 words.
• Material selected to be published may be edited or shortened.
Contact us via e-mail or post at:
The Sandpiper, Box 2177, Del Mar, CA 92014
editor@delmarsandpiper.org
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Fact Check:
Rothnem Housing Attack

reg Rothnem previously presented the Woodpecker’s
“poll” on affordable housing to City Council, factchecked in our October issue as a classic “push poll” with no
scientific validity. Rothnem appeared again at the Nov. 18
council meeting, with two time donations and a PowerPoint
presentation, attacking Council’s actions with respect to
SANDAG’s allocation of RHNA housing numbers.
CLAIMS: Rothnem harshly criticized Council, and Ellie
Haviland in particular, claiming: Del Mar’s RHNA number
(163) is clearly flawed and based on bad data; Council has
done nothing to challenge, correct, or dispute the data; and
some Councilmembers (Haviland and Worden) actually
want an even higher number of affordable units assigned to
Del Mar.
FACTS: These issues were fully discussed at the Nov. 4 and
Nov. 18 council meetings. The record shows:
• Rothnem’s claim that Haviland and Worden actually want
a higher housing number is preposterous and unsupported
by any evidence. The record shows all 5 councilmembers
and city staff on record as wanting the lowest supportable
number.

Mayoral Fun
David Druker | Outgoing Mayor

T

o quote Mel Brooks, “It’s fun to be Mayor.” It has been
my honor to serve as Mayor and in turn to serve the
people of Del Mar, the council and the staff. As Mayor, I
was able to meet interesting people and have meetings with
other elected officials. It is also fun to have people think the
Mayor has special powers including “fixing” parking tickets
and running the City. I enjoy explaining that I am just one
of five council members and the only power I have is to run
the council meetings, set the agenda and represent Del Mar
at some events and I am not like Mike Bloomberg, Rudy
Giuliani, Tom Bradley, Sam Yorty or Jerry Sanders.
The City has again accomplished much this year. The
most significant being the completion of the Downtown
Streetscape project from 9th to the Plaza. The plan was 25
years in the making and it is wonderful to see this project
finally completed for the downtown segment of Camino
del Mar. We also celebrated the 60th birthday of Del Mar’s
founding.

The major difference between my prior terms as Mayor
versus all of the other terms I have served is that the City
has more money to spend on capital projects this time
around. The building of City Hall, completing Downtown
• All strategies and methodologies for allocating RHNA
numbers were investigated over a two-year period, including streetscape and the upgrade of Camino Del Mar from 4th to
Carmel Valley Road have all happened because the revenue
the methodologies advocated by Rothnem.
increase over the last 10 years.
• RHNA allocations have to meet state law requirements
The city has many issues to face in the future – short term
to meet greenhouse gas (GHG) and vehicle miles traveled
rentals, sea-level rise, a new city manager, a new planning
(VMT) criteria.
director, affordable housing, Marisol, more state mandates,
• After a two-year evaluation process, SANDAG selected
clean water rates, implementation of Community Choice
two criteria to use to allocate RHNA units in compliance
Energy, undergrounding of utilities and a possible
with state law: 65% based on proximity to transit, and 35%
economic downturn.
on location of jobs. Because Del Mar has no qualifying
I look forward to finishing my term as a council member
transit, it got a zero allocation on that basis. City staff
and appreciate the support I have received by the citizens of
advised the 163 Del Mar allocation, based on jobs, was the
Del Mar.
lowest number Del Mar could expect. If the methodology
were changed, as advocated by Rothnem, Del Mar’s number
would most likely to go up. The Council voted unanimously
Beach did not meet state GHG and VMT criteria, was
to support the 65%-35% SANDAG methodology.
opposed by SANDAG staff and by Housing and Community
• The data used by SANDAG to allocate units were taken
Development (the state agency with final approval
from state, regional, and local sources pursuant to stateauthority), risked resulting in a higher number for Del Mar
directed guidelines and methodologies. These data are
(LA tried a similar approach and HCD doubled its number
not “wrong.” They differ from data presented by Rothnem
instead of lowering it), and had no chance of passage
because, unlike his data, they were compiled as required by
because of SANDAG’s weighted voting procedures.
law.
• Indeed, the Solana Beach proposal was voted down twice
• Del Mar did challenge the SANDAG job numbers in the
at SANDAG: the first time with Del Mar and Imperial Beach
Technical Working Group process, and again, in several
voting against it, and with San Diego stating it would call
interactions with SANDAG and its staff. Del Mar’s concerns for a weighted vote had it passed; and the second time
about jobs data, particularly fairgrounds numbers, were
based on a weighted vote, with Del Mar (Haviland) voting
well discussed. SANDAG is reviewing the jobs methodology, with Solana Beach based on a revised proposal citing
pursuant to Council’s request, with a report promised by the constraints on coastal cities from the Coastal Act. Thus,
end of December.
Rothnem’s charge that Solana Beach’s proposal would have
passed had Haviland voted for it is demonstrably wrong.
• The alternate methodology proposed by Solana
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Roving Teen Reporter
Senior Obsession
Dhathry Doppalapudi | Torrey Pines High School Senior

F

December 2019
Sandra Hoyle | DMF President

G

iving Season has arrived. It’s the time each
year that we ask you to remember the Del
Mar Foundation in your plans.
Without your support, we would be unable to
host many of the events and activities that we
believe make Del Mar special, all free of charge,
including Summer Twilight Concerts, First
Thursdays, DMF Talks, Cinema by the Sea movie
series, community meet and greets, the annual
Picnic at Powerhouse Park, Easter Egg Hunt,
Fourth of July Bicycle Parade, Annual Beach
Bonfire and Halloween Dog Parade, just to name
a few!
Without your support, we would be unable to
devote $100,000 in grant dollars every year to a
variety of worthy projects and causes that benefit
the 92014 community.
Without your support, we would be unable to do
any of the things we do to help create memorable
moments in our beautiful town by the sea.
The Foundation is an independent community
organization that receives no funding from
the City of Del Mar — our ability to continue
our programming and grant making activities
depends entirely upon your generosity. We hope
we can rely on you to support the Foundation
with a gift of any amount. For those of you able
to make a multi-year pledge (payable in annual
installments over the next four years), we invite
you to do so, and are pleased to offer special
benefits.
Please donate by mail (P.O. Box 2913, Del Mar,
CA 92014), or through our updated website at
www.delmarfoundation.org. Please contact us
with any questions at info@delmarfoundation.
org.
On behalf of our Board of Directors, best wishes
and thanks to you for contributing to another
great year for the Del Mar Foundation.

or most people, this time of year between
Thanksgiving and the holiday season is festive and
exciting. For high school seniors, however, it’s a time
of anxiety because of their college applications. Most
students start working on their college apps in September
– researching schools, compiling a college list, creating
application accounts, writing essay drafts. From then
until spring, when most admission decisions are released,
students feel immense stress about their future.
A 2015 study by New York University showed that 49
percent of Northeastern American high school students
reported feeling a great deal of stress on a daily basis, and
26 percent reported clinically significant symptoms of
depression. From a high school student’s perspective, it is
abundantly clear to me that the reason for these shocking
statistics is the unhealthily high importance given to the
college that you get into.
“College admissions are so overhyped nowadays,”
Lindsay, a Canyon Crest Academy senior said. “People
think their entire future depends on what college they get
into.” Torrey Pines High School senior Aja agrees. She
and many of her friends, she says, feel a lot of pressure
to get into their top colleges and are worried that they
will be embarrassed if they don’t. “It’s not just that we
or our parents are putting pressure on us; it’s our peers
too,” she said. “People are judgmental and gossip about
other people’s college admissions as if it’s their business
and not a personal decision that could be made for any
number of reasons. They will look down on you for going
to a college they think is bad.”
“In this area especially, there’s a really unhealthy,
competitive environment that gives people unreasonably
high standards and expectations for themselves,” Lindsay
said. “I know that it’s there and I don’t like it, but I feel
like I have no other choice but to go along with it and get
all stressed out over college apps.”
Students wear themselves out by juggling
extracurriculars, standardized test preparation, volunteer
work, and heavy courseloads: all of which they do to
satisfy the ever-increasing requirements to get into a
“good” college. The point of attending college is to further
your education, but students can’t do this if they’re
burning themselves out before they even get there. With
levels of anxiety and depression, along with suicide rates,
among American youth on the rise, it is important to
recognize and try to decrease the pressure that teenagers
are feeling and decrease the emphasis on college
acceptances.
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Zero-Waste Partying!
Valérie Dufort-Roy | Kilsh Way

L

ast summer, I had the pleasure of attending an
elegant beach party. Amidst the fun conversations
and some yummy crab cakes, it was curious to observe
two humongous trash cans drew puzzling stares from the
distinguished guests. One was labelled “trash” and the
other “recycle.” Easy, familiar choices, right? Well, after a
few minutes of observing the puzzled partygoers, I could
tell that we were in a true labelling haze. Plates, with or
without food, and plastic cups were being tossed in either
trash or recycle. The bamboo utensils, a nice eco-friendly
touch from the hosts, were also going both ways. In reality,
the effort to divert recyclables away from landfills was
lost somewhere between the excited conversations about
summer plans and mesmerizing views of our ocean.
Just in time for the winter holidays, I have a few zero-waste
recommendations to make, in order to divert trash away
from landfills, reduce the purchase of single-use items, and
add a touch of green to your parties. Here are some easy
ways to transform a trash generating event into a clean,
guilt-free party!
Disposable plates: Trade the flimsy paper-plates for

reusable unbreakable plates. For about $60, one can easily
locate 25 unbreakable matching plates that are slim and
easy to store in between parties.

Plastic cups: Trade the usual plastic cups with dishwasherfriendly reusable cups. Even better, actual stackable glasses
or jars cost about $1 a piece.
Plastic forks: Trade the environmentally-unfriendly plastic
forks with actual metal forks. They can be found at big box
stores for about $30 for 70 metal pieces. Alternatively,
thrift stores also carry loads of second hand flatware.
Mismatched silverware masquerade as fun conversation
pieces!
Paper Napkins: Trade the venerable paper napkins for
refined cotton or less-stainable polyester napkins. Buy
them in bulk, DIY sew them yourself, or find them in garage
sales… and eliminate the paper from your parties.
Decorating: Trade the one-time party supplies for nature

fresh flowers from our farmers’ market, lilies from your
garden, succulent arrangements - the choices are endless.
As for eliminating any confusion among party guests,
direct their green intent by labeling your waste bins as “For
Compost,” “For Dishwasher,” and “For Laundry.”
Reusing items you already have at hand saves money in
the long run and keeps our city and planet clean and green.
Happy Holidays!

December 2019

Ashley Simpkins, Program Director

Announcing the Legacy Society
Jeff Barnouw, Rosanne Holliday, Maryka Hoover,
Pat JaCoby, Felise Levine, and Tom & Claire McGreal
have joined the DMCC Legacy Society as founding
members. In joining the Legacy Society, they have all
agreed to remember DMCC in their estate plans. The
final founding membership will be established as of
the end of 2019; we would love for you to join us by
that time to be acknowledged as a founding member.
Call the DMCC office if you’re interested in learning
more.

Celebrate the holidays with DMCC

DMCC’s Annual Holiday Luncheon for seniors will
take place on Wednesday, December 4th from Noon until
2pm. The Social and Good Times committee led by Linda
Chisari has planned a delicious menu, and entertainment
galore. We’ll enjoy piano music from Lori Ritman, GB will
sing the greatest hits of the classic crooners, and there will
be a sing-along led by our Singing Together group. Plus,
it’s not the holiday luncheon without a visit from a jolly old
friend! Please call our office to make a reservation, and bring
a friend! On Thursday December 12th from 1pm to 3pm,
DMCC will host our first-ever Cookie Decorating Party!
It is our hope that Del Mar seniors will come to decorate a
cookie or three, and they’ll bring kids, grandkids, and/or
neighbors along with them. The decorated cookies will be
provided to volunteers for the Community Resource Center
as fuel for their work on the Holiday Baskets drive. We’ll
have a special evening outing on Thursday December 19th
to visit the San Diego Botanic Garden Wonderland,
where there will be sparkling lights, a poinsettia tower, live
music, hot chocolate, and a beer and mulled wine garden.
Meet at the Del Mar Community Building at 4pm, and
let DMCC do the driving to this gorgeous holiday display.
Seats limited - to make your reservation, call our office by
Thursday, December 12th. $14 per person.

Looking forward to 2020

DMCC’s Program Committee, Health and Wellness Team,
and Sunday Salon Committee are all working to create
informative and engaging programs for seniors in 2020.
Make sure you’re on our email list so that you don’t miss
the details about a Salon that takes you behind the scenes of
the Del Mar Thoroughbred Club, a presentation on mental
health with a Holocaust survivor, a decluttering workshop,
and more… and that’s just in January!
For more information… or to join our email list:

Please visit our website at dmcc.cc, or contact the DMCC
office at (858) 792-7565 or dmcc@dmcc.cc.
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Commentary

Light Heights

Who Dat?

Ann Gardner | Via Latina

John Graybill | 15th Street

T

T

he recent political attacks levied against
Councilmember Ellie Haviland are the equivalent to
a crime against our community. Anyone who knows her
knows that Ellie has only the best interests of Del Mar in
mind when she makes decisions. So why the attacks? To
understand the motive, follow the money. Some real estate
people and short-term rental owners will go to amazing
lengths to protect and enhance their income streams, no
matter the impact on our community.
Councilmember Haviland will be up for reelection in
2020. She has become a lightning-rod for a systematic
campaign to discredit her and replace her with a candidate
sympathetic to short-term rental owners. This is not a
group that wants to preserve the charm of our town, where
neighbors and neighborhoods come first; nor are they those
who give of their time to make Del Mar a better place for
our residents and future generations.

he 8-2 vote in favor of a traffic light at Mercado and
Del Mar Heights Road came after almost two hours
of conflicting input from numerous speakers at the Torrey
Pines Community Planning Board meeting on November
14. Board members, responding to those in opposition
who wanted a delay until a complete study of traffic
calming options had been completed, explained they had
been working unsuccessfully on that for “decades.” They
stressed that the only realistic option was to move ahead
with the traffic light even though it was not a complete
solution to the increase in four-lane traffic that separates
the two neighborhoods. It was generally agreed that the
existing traffic lights and crosswalks at Mango and Crest
with a long stretch in between that cuts families off from
shopping, open space and schools, depending on which side
of the Road they live on, is not safe.
According to Diana Scheffler, resident and former Board
member, the traffic light has been controversial since at

A local publication called “The Woodpecker,” devoted its
entire last issue to what I believe was gross misinformation
and absurdly biased commentary on Ellie Haviland. Do
you wonder why they don’t identify themselves and their
funding sources? I’m confident that in time we will all learn
there is a direct correlation between this publication and
real estate people and developers who are out to monetize
Del Mar real estate, particularly via short-term rentals.
“The Woodpecker” continues to publish non-scientific
“surveys” to bolster their positions. In the end, fake
surveys in a fake-news, hit-piece publication masquerading
as a legitimate news source won’t deceive the Del Mar
electorate.
The short-term rental issue was debated extensively in the
past year. It was made clear that most residents in our
residential neighborhoods don’t want to live next door to
a mini-hotel. I believe those very individuals who seek
to make money with short-term Del Mar properties are
trashing Councilmember Haviland’s good name, all in
pursuit of financial gain via dirty politics.
Think about why you moved to Del Mar. You love our
community, our woodsy neighborhoods, the views, the
peace and quiet of our neighborhoods. Since the 1970s,
our planning and design ordinances have sustained
the extraordinary, unique character that has kept Del
Mar’s property values so high. Don’t be fooled by the
“anonymous” hit pieces from “The Woodpecker.” It’s
not surprising that they won’t reveal their identity. Their
motives would be that much more apparent. We should
support Ellie now and, if she runs for reelection, in 2020.

Photo Diana Scheffler

least 2001; the issue keeps coming up from parents of
school age children who cross, or more often would like
to cross, the dangerous four lanes to get to school. In
2001, as a result of requests from the community, the
City contracted with Engineering Consultants to prepare
a recommended design. The resulting 2007 proposal
included landscaped raised medians and a signal at
Mercado but a ballot measure to pay for landscape
maintenance of the medians failed. In 2015 the community
once again petitioned the City for safety measures and the
light alone was proposed but delayed by a split community.
In 2018, after the City had declined grant funding for a
complete streets study, the Board followed up on City
staff’s suggestions by submitting a Capital Improvement
continued on page 8
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Welcome Back Joseph

nuke Failure Fears

Bud Emerson | Klish Way

Don’t scrimp on NUKE safety!
Don Mosier, Rimini Road

S

outhern California Edison (SCE) has released a 23page report that was requested by Rep. Mike Levin’s
Task Force on the rationale for choosing thin-walled
stainless steel canisters (manufactured by Holtec) for
long-term storage of nuclear waste at San Onofre. The
details in this report once again illustrate how the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) serves at the pleasure of
the nuclear power industry. Here are the salient arguments
that SCE cites for choosing the Holtec thin-walled canisters
over the thick-walled casks used in other countries.
• They are less expensive.
• The NRC has licensed the multi-purpose Holtec canisters
for use at any nuclear generating station, whereas the thickwalled CASTOR casks require site-specific licensing.
• The Holtec canisters are welded shut and can be removed
for transfer to an NRC-approved transport cask without
reloading the spent fuel rods.

Courtesy Joseph Smith

D

el Mar has named Joseph Daniel Smith as our new
Planning Director replacing recently retired Kathy
Garcia. Smith has an impressive resume of experience
including a previous stint in Del Mar working on sea level
rise and other important projects. His experience includes
positions with the Port of San Diego and Malibu as well
as numerous other private sector work in Los Angeles
and Riverside counties (see city website for the official
announcement)
The Sandpiper contacted Smith and asked two questions:
Why Del Mar? And How do you envision Del Mar’s future?
His answers:

Why Del Mar

“Coming back to the Del Mar family is a tremendous joy
and I am grateful for the opportunity to help guide the
City’s development process in a manner that protects
what’s most special about Del Mar - its coastal community
character. I suppose once learned, one never loses the ‘Del
Mar Way’. It served as a guidepost while I previously served
the City and has now brought me back.”
Del Mar’s Future

“I am confident that Del Mar will always preserve its
unique and special identity, and continue to be a leader in
the San Diego region, even as it addresses state mandates,
the changing needs of its residents, visitor serving
opportunities, and environmental stewardship.”

• The thick-walled casks are bolted shut and fuel rods
would need to be reloaded into a transport cask before
transfer to an off-site repository.
• The thick-walled casks were designed to allow
reprocessing of spent fuel. No reprocessing facility operates
in the United States.
• Research studies are underway to confirm that the thinwalled Holtec canisters will safely contain “high burn-up
fuel” (= more radioactive) for their 20-year warrantied
lifespan.
In summary, NRC-approved, cheaper, and easier to
transport if there were a place to move them to. No
discussion of safety, durability in a harsh marine
environment, or monitoring of temperature or
radioactivity. Is the requirement for a site-specific license
from the NRC an obstacle too great to overcome? What if
high burn-up fuel causes more rapid canister degradation
in less than 20 years?
A recent Op-Ed piece in the Los Angeles Times highlights
how actions at San Onofre have failed to take into account
the lessons that should have been learned from the
Chernobyl and Fukushima nuclear disasters. “A Chernobyl
Echo at San Onofre” by Kate Brown, a professor at
Massachusetts Institute of Technology in the November
19th Los Angeles Times (link below).
http://bit.ly/SONGS-Chernobyl
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GHostly guns
Rose Ann and Ira Sharp | Crest Road

T

wo major legislative accomplishments to reduce gun
violence occurred in California this year.

The sale of firearms and ammunition on the Del Mar
Fairgrounds is prohibited as of January 1, 2021 under a
new law, AB 893. When the NRA sued to force the Fair
Board to permit gun shows, a Federal District Court judge
ordered the Fair Board to allow gun shows until this case
is resolved. The case is being mediated now and this may
mean there are some gun shows in Del Mar through 2020.
We believe this law, authored by Todd Gloria and signed
by Governor Newsom in October, will lead to other stateowned Fairgrounds ending gun shows. The Cow Palace
will be next. Throughout the legislative process of AB 893,
Todd Gloria, Tasha Boerner-Horvath, Lorena Gonzalez,
Toni Atkins and Governor Newsom said: this is what
the community wants. Our gratitude to our leaders and
communities who understood the risks incurred and the
crimes facilitated by gun shows and took action.
On Saturday, December 14 at 10 AM, NeverAgainCA will
demonstrate at the Del Mar Fairgrounds to oppose the
court-ordered gun show that weekend. Our purpose is
to save lives by prominently disputing the gun industry
promotion of guns as the ideal holiday gift to provide home
security. The volume of guns and, recently ghost gun parts,
sold at the December show has always been the greatest of
the five annual Del Mar gun shows. The truth is that if a gun
is in the home, a woman’s risk of intimate partner homicide
by gun increases by 500% and the risk of suicide increases
by 300% to 500% when a gun is in the home. We ask that
everyone help dispel this NRA lie and join our protest.
We know first-hand that guns in the home do not

Light heights page 6
request for a light and the reduction of traffic lanes to
slow traffic. When the engineering study showed that the
Mercado intersection qualified for a traffic signal, the Board
was asked to vote approval of that location. However,
opposition erupted again, petitions were collected, battle
lines formed and the meeting on the 14th was scheduled for
making a decision.
Opposition claimed that traffic lights increased the
likelihood of accidents and drivers would use residential
streets to avoid waiting for the light to change. Supporters
cited the “decades” of trying to get San Diego City funds to
slow traffic on the Heights Road and felt that turning down
the light for a more comprehensive approach would result
in nothing being done for perhaps another decade. They
hoped a vote to approve a traffic signal with pedestriancontrolled features and marked crosswalks at Mercado
and Del Mar Heights now could be the first step to a more
complete solution in the future.

STREET Stuff

T

he work finishing up on Camino del Mar between 4th
and 9th streets is repair work, patching the pavement
and repairing curbs only. It is not part of the 9th street
to the Plaza Downtown Streetscape project recently
completed and will remain a “hole” on the Camino del Mar
stretch from Torrey Pines Beach to Jimmy Durante Blvd.
pending additional funding. There will be new striping.

A

number of residents have expressed concern for
trees in the median and in front of the Library that
look like they are dying. The City has assured us that the
Magnolia Grandeflora, or St. Mary’s, trees may be suffering
temporary stress and, if any do not survive, they will be
replaced by the contractor.

make you secure. The San Diego Sheriff Department and
police around the country say that the best home protection
is a dog and a front door video camera that will provide
evidence police can use to catch the person attempting the
break-in who was deterred by the barking dog. In fact, as of
2018, no break-in in San Diego county occurred when a dog
was present in the home except for one incident in Rancho
Santa Fe where the burglars had access to the dog outside
the house and were able to feed him.
Another important accomplishment this year was passage
of enhanced safe storage of firearms and ammunition laws
at the state and local levels, including in Del Mar, Solana
Beach and Encinitas. In California, fifty percent of gun
deaths are suicides; this is lower than in most other states
in part because of our safe storage laws which have been
perfected by the legislature over the last few years.
Suicide is an impulsive act, often occurring within an
hour of the first suicidal thoughts. Particularly around the
holidays, if you know someone who is lonely, depressed
or in ill health, your courage in asking that person if they
have suicidal thoughts and if there is a gun in the house
may be the most important gift you ever give. There are
resources available to help, including suicide prevention
hot lines. If there are guns in the home and the person is
of diminished physical or mental capacity, or suffering
from PTSD, ask the Sheriff for their assistance in securing
the temporary removal of the weapons from the home.
You will find that Captain Taft and his staff at the North
Coastal Sheriff Substation are empathetic and well trained
in dealing discretely with these situations. California is
one of the leading states in using the civil process of Gun
Violence Restraining Orders (GVRO) to prevent suicides.
You cannot give back a life lost to gun violence; you can give
back a gun.
We hope this holiday will be free of gun violence and we
know that your efforts will help make that possible.
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Commentary: Good Design?

Commentary: Flawed Design?

Wendy Wardlow | Del Mar Heights School principal, 2000 - 2018

Jill Gartman | Pine Needles Drive

A

I

s a longtime principal of Del Mar Heights School, I
learned the site’s potential wasn’t being realized, and
over two decades had many discussions about our “dream”
school. So, I attended all rebuild design meetings and was
elated by the latest proposal which
beautifully captured our shared ideas.
Over the years, on-site parking
was limited to “Staff Only” with 43
available parking spaces serving
60 staff members. This problem
impacted access to the school
during and after school hours. Most
importantly, it was a safety issue as
Boquita Drive typically was filled
with parked cars restricting access
for emergency vehicles. The proposed
parking around the back of the school
not only will alleviate congestion, it
will improve safety.

n 1970, Arthur Allard, Richard Glinski, and Melvin
Peterson, as school district trustees, approved the
community use of the Heights school fields for baseball.
Fifty years later, unless school district leaders change
course, their legacy will be taking
away the largest playing fields in
Del Mar. When a recent Heights
graduate heard about the loss of
the large fields she said, “Adults
want to give kids these ‘perfect
lives’ and they just keep taking
everything away.”
A retired Heights teacher, who is
in her ‘80s, shared her wisdom
with a former student when
discussing the loss of the large
fields stating, “preservation is a
value that has to take priority over
bigger is better.” That sentiment
is the character of Del Mar in a
nutshell - it’s why we love living
here. We love our parks and open
space. With our community plan,
we walk the talk.

Another problem on the campus was
a lack of trees, and the only significant
shade tree was damaged and removed
last year following a storm. The
green space plan incorporates trees
throughout the campus which will
provide beauty, shade, and sun
protection.

The new school at the Heights
will be paid for by the elementary
school bond on our property tax
Site Plan.
bill. The new school is projected
One of our longtime goals was for
Source: Del Mar Heights School Rebuild website.
to serve roughly the same number
the school to become an active
of students - yet the proposed site
community resource even during school hours. The
plan will reduce our Heights playing fields by over 50%.
proposed green space in the northwest corridor, which can
What field will remain is not adequate for P.E. and recess
be accessed during the school day, fulfills that goal. I would
according to the California Department of Education rules.
like to advocate creating a memorial in this beautiful area to
In fact, the Heights field will become the smallest school
Nicholas Leslie, a former student, who tragically was killed
field in all of Del Mar Union School District.
in Nice, France during a terrorist attack. Imagine viewing
How did we get to this point? Well, the school district
whales and dolphins from a telescope dedicated to Nick.
campaigns that this is a community desired design, but in
The proposed green space plan incorporates many positive
reality, a small group of community members and teachers
additions. Picture students reading and talking in the grass
participated in a handful of meetings last spring that
“commons” area throughout the day. This also will be a
resulted in the current design. Most people were unaware
welcome venue for classes to regularly access. The pathway
that the meetings were even taking place. There are
along the western border of the field provides a lovely trail
alternative designs for building a new modern school and
with unparalleled viewpoints. Having green spaces near
saving our large playing fields.
classrooms incorporates nature into learning, and the
While the district is focused on delivering the community
creative play structures promote imaginative play. Finally,
modern buildings, those buildings will be outdated sooner
the proposed field is an appropriate size for the school. The
than you think. Today’s sixty year old Heights’ buildings
Del Mar Heights’ physical education teacher has affirmed
were, in 1959, a modern masterpiece of school architecture.
this field will meet all physical education and recess needs,
Fifty years from now, the community won’t care that
and he knows this better than anyone!
the school built in 2020 was the “school of the future.”
Creating a school worthy of the unique Del Mar Heights’
But people will remember the loss of the large playing
site has been a longtime dream. Now it’s close to becoming
fields forever. We think these fields are too important to
a reality with a world-class educational facility and green
pave over, so we have created a citizen’s group to work
spaces that will expand and enhance community usage
to preserve these vital playing fields while supporting a
opportunities. Ultimately, this extraordinary site will be a
responsible school rebuild - playoutsidedelmar.org.
legacy for all of Del Mar … a dream come true!
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Marisol

Staff Study

COMMENTARY

Process Hampers Electorate

Bud Emerson | Klish Way

Claire and Tom McGreal | Stratford Court

O

n November 4th the City Council decided to place
Marisol’s Citizens’ Initiative on the Mar. 3 California
Primary Election ballot. Council concluded the community
would have sufficient time to consider all the facts and
make an informed vote. It appears now that the electorate
is up against 1) a time crunch for analyzing the Initiative,
and 2) a virtual gag order placed on City Advisory
Committees who would normally help inform the electorate
through their analyses and findings.
There are a number of actions taken by the City that
hamper the electorate’s ability to get informed and
educated on Marisol on a timely basis:
1) Time is short. Mail ballots will be distributed on
February 3. The vast majority of Del Mar voters vote by
mail, and tend to vote early.
2) Marisol’s Environmental Impact Report (EIR) may not
be completed until year-end. The EIR goes to the Planning
Commission for an informational hearing presumably
on Jan. 14 at 6 PM, but that doesn’t leave much time for
questions and analysis. Public comment on the EIR would
normally close 45 days after issuance (mid-Feb.).

T

he Marisol citizens’ initiative was analyzed by Del
Mar staff in accordance with California Elections
Code 9212, concluding that the “proposed mix of land uses
appears consistent with existing surrounding land uses.”
It states further that resource management protections,
coastal public access, and sustainable design standards
are consistent with the Community Plan. (see Sandpiper
website for complete staff presentation outline). The entire
report can be viewed on the city website: bit.ly/marisol9212
The 9212 report cites similar zoning of four hotel uses
within one mile, 2-3 story high-density structures
directly to the north, and beach restaurant zoning to the
east. Therefore proposed land uses are consistent with
surrounding uses.
The report compares existing and proposed land and
housing potential:
• 18 residential units vs Marisol’s 53
• Maximum height 26 feet vs 46 feet
• Affordable housing none vs 22
• Lot coverage 35% vs 33%
• Floor area ratio 25% vs 57%

3) The City’s Consultant is expected to release its
“Economic Impact Analysis Report” on Marisol also at
year-end, which leaves precious little time for analysis and
review of that document.

Another surprising conclusion is that failure of the initiative
may result in a State requirement that the site be zoned for
high density housing up to 20 units per acre, resulting in
more than 300 housing units.

4) City Attorney Devaney recently rendered a legal opinion,
and the City Manager, in reliance on that opinion, issued a
directive to the City Advisory Committees that no further
discussion regarding Marisol is permissible at advisory
committee meetings. That directive is based upon concerns
about the appearance of advocacy or campaigning by City
“officials.” (Two comments on this opinion: Advisory
Committees are not employees or officials and they have
NO AUTHORITY to act for the City and, according to
Guidelines posted by the City Attorney, the City IS allowed
to conduct informational and educational activities to
provide context and facts about a ballot measure.) This
extreme interpretation effectively precludes these City
committees from any further review of reports, discussion
with consultants and normal fact finding. Specifically, it
prevents the Finance Committee from receiving, reviewing
and commenting on the upcoming Economic Impact
Analysis Report on Marisol. Also, it prevents the Planning
Commission from reviewing and providing commentary on
Marisol’s EIR. (Although the public will be allowed to ask
questions, it seems the PC cannot provide answers.)

Additionally, the initiative calls for 30-50 foot setbacks
from the city North Bluff Preserve, traffic circulation
assessed in the Environmental Impact Report (EIR), and a
city controlled economic and fiscal analysis.

5) At the November 4th Council meeting a number of
residents asked that story poles be erected for the revised
Marisol Plan to give the public a chance to see the intended

Although initiatives are ordinarily exempt from CEQA, this
one specifically requires an environmental impact report
and mitigation measures subject to city approval.
The 9212 report lists a number of discretionary and
legislative approvals all of which provide for public input:
• Final certification of the EIR
• Community Plan and zoning amendments
• Local Coastal Plan amendments
• Coastal Commission approval of the Marisol Specific Plan
• Subdivision Map
• Design Review Permit
• Coastal Development Permit
The 9212 report says all public benefits, as well as
environmental mitigation measures, will be provided as
part of the project design and conditions may be imposed to
ensure implementation.

continued on page 11
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Marisol

COMMENTARY

COMMENTARY

NO

Yes

John Weare | Ocean View Avenue

Nate McCay | Ocean View Avenue

In a few short months, Del Mar residents will vote on the
Marisol Specific Plan development initiative that would
wipe out the protective Bluff, Slope and Canyon Overlay
zone that now covers our beloved North Bluff. The
initiative calls for 410,970 sq. feet of building where the
Overlay allows only 106,940 and 46 foot building heights
plus roof top equipment where only 14 feet is now allowed.
Marisol is larger than any previous Del Mar project,
including those in the commercial zone. For example,
L’Auberge Hotel is 102,892 sq feet with a maximum height
of 34 feet above the adjoining grade that is lower than
Camino del Mar. Marisol, with a density ratio of floor area
to lot size at .57, will dominate the iconic sandstone bluff
that uniquely distinguishes Del Mar, while L’Auberge’s
density of .46 blends into our commercial district.

T

The Marisol project is a whopping increase over current
zoning in our Community Plan. The North Bluff overlay
zone was designed to protect open views of bluff formations
from Del Mar’s beaches and river valley. The proposed
project, without protection of the Overlay Zone, will take
over our views of North Bluff, loom over the Scripps
Preserve and North Beach, and worsen already impossible
traffic congestion.
Even more alarming is Marisol’s use of the ballot initiative
to pursue approval. This almost completely removes the
design and planning reviews designed to ensure compliance
with the Del Mar Community Plan and California
Environmental Protection Act (CEQA) (See NY Times
“Builders Pierce California’s Environmental Shield With
New Weapon: The Ballot,” http://bit.ly/SP-Weare.) Of
huge benefit to the developer, the Initiative replaces current
zoning with much more generous criterion.
Before approval of the massive project Voters will have
continued on page 13

FROM Commentary Mcgreal page 10
project before the vote. The DRB process doesn’t require
story poles to be erected until after the vote. When
questioned, Zephyr rejected the request to erect story poles
before the vote.
The City now faces the challenge of how to ensure that the
voters have the information needed to make an informed
vote. The City can’t compel the developer to erect story
poles, the advisory committees can’t participate in further
review and the voters will be faced with a decision starting
Feb. 3rd.
The City has imposed this draconian timetable via an
extremely cautious (some would argue overly cautious and
strained) legal interpretation leaving very limited options to
inform the public. According to the City Manager, there will
be public forums conducted by the League of Women

he City Council has taken action to allow the public to
vote on the Marisol Specific Plan in the March Primary
Election. I am writing to express support for a yes vote on
the initiative.
This project has benefits easy to articulate. It will open
an attractive site to the public that currently is in private
hands. The plan is for a “retreat style hotel with a strong
commitment to sustainability.” The amenities will be
available to all of us, including a mile long loop trail with
beautiful views and restaurants suitable for such a facility,
to say nothing of public facilities on the North Beach.
The financial benefit to the City is like winning a lottery.
The resort is projected to furnish the City with significant
transient occupancy taxes (as well as some real estate taxes)
which will generate a continuous revenue stream for capital
projects in Del Mar. By the way, development of the Shores
Property as a park is a prime example of a future capital
project.
In addition the project will help the City satisfy its
state housing requirements - in fact, it meets our entire
22-in-5 goal. The citizens initiative specifically requires
an environmental impact report and city discretionary
approvals, including Design Review, so we can be assured
of the ability to shape the Marisol Project to fit well in the
community.
This is not a choice between a resort or open space. It is a
choice between what we expect to be a lovely resort open to
the public, and a number of large lots destined for private
homeowners with the resources to build the homes they
want.
It is not a choice of change or no change. Change is
inevitable and seldom satisfies everyone. This is a
choice for change which will enhance our community,
our community resources and our ability to utilize the
amenities of a beautiful site. How beautiful it may be
we can’t now know, but it will certainly be better for our
community than a site that offers us no discernible benefits
and no admittance.

Voters on the Marisol issue and the City is contemplating
running a FAQ section on Marisol on the City’s website. To
date very little has been done to effectuate those proposed
measures. This is a major project for the electorate to
consider, so it’s a shame the City has made the process so
very difficult for us.
As to the developer, Zephyr should understand the
importance to the electorate of seeing story poles before
the vote. Without story poles we’re left wondering what
are they hiding from us and why? A decision to erect story
poles before the vote would demonstrate a willingness to
be transparent and forthcoming about the project. Zephyr
must realize that many folks will simply vote NO if they
don’t get a chance to see the story poles before voting.
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Managing Costs in a Small City

Deer in the Headlights

Tom McGreal | Stratford Court

Julie Maxey-Allison | 10th Street

D

T

el Mar is one of the smaller Cities in coastal CA,
which means that we have to closely watch The City’s
operating costs to maintain a balanced budget. This review
of operating costs shows that we’re doing pretty well in a
period of flat revenue growth. To create some context, let’s
start with a comparison of per capita costs.
General Fund
Operating Costs

Costs per Capita

Estimated
Population

San Diego

$1,083

1.4 million

Carlsbad

$1,531

115,330

Encinitas

$1,266

63,184

Solana Beach

$1,745

13,443

Del Mar

$3,060

4,347

Carmel By the Sea

$5,209

3,860

In addition to Del Mar’s small size we also have over three
million visitors, who come to Del Mar each year to enjoy
the beach and visit the fairgrounds and the race track.
This creates an additional demand on City services and
makes Del Mar truly unique. As a result, it’s not surprising
that our per capita costs are relatively high with Carmel
by the Sea being another notably more expensive tourist
destination city with a beach.
The largest component of the Del Mar’s operating costs
are the salary and benefit costs of the City staff. Staff costs
make up 65% to 70% of our General Fund expenditure
budget each year. So, how big is the staff? What does it
cost? Are those costs being properly controlled?
A review of Del Mar’s six-year period from June 30, 2015
through the approved budget for the year ended June 30,
2021 tells the story.
As a basis for comparison let’s remember that revenue
growth over the same period will be at a 4.25% compound
annual growth rate (excluding Measure Q revenues, which
are dedicated to Undergrounding, Downtown Streetscape
and Shores Park development).
We can start by reviewing the number of people on the
City staff. The staff has grown from 54 people in 2014 to
61 people in 2021. This is a 13% growth over six years or a
compound annual growth rate of 2.1%.

hough they most likely don’t have those famous
reindeer names, we do have a deer population in our
area: the Baja black-tailed deer. The range of this small,
dark, stocky breed, a type of mule deer, starts south of Los
Angeles and continues on into Mexico’s Baja Peninsula. We
also are home to the Southern Mule Deer whose habitat is
closer to our coast.
You may have spotted some. Perhaps you have seen some
of the 20-30 deer who mainly use the Torrey Pines State
Natural Reserve, hopefully not staring into your headlights.
People have for thousands of years as recorded in
Paleolithic times at the Lascaux caves in France. Deer also
appear throughout mythology.
There are some 55 species of the Cervidae family whose
members include deer, elk, moose, caribou and reindeer.
The Cervidae males, aka stags or bucks—and some species
of females, aka does—sport antlers, unique in the animal
kingdom that are one of the fastest growing animal tissues.
They can grow at a rate of up to an inch a day. And, size
matters: the bigger, the better. It is an advertisement of
male health. Growing antlers uses serious bodily resources
and it takes serious strength to carry them. They are used
for show, to declare social dominance, to attract a doe,
and for fighting with competitors for the right to breed
during the seasonal rut or mating season, late October
to November. The antler’s tines—forks— create grooves
allowing males’ antlers to lock into place in combat,
lessening the risk of an injury to the animal’s face during
battle. Those with the heaviest antlers usually win and are
the last to shed them after the rut. In time, a new set of
antlers starts growing to ready the buck for the next season.
For defense, these herbivores have super sight. Their 310
degree peripheral vision works with the additional perk
of excellent night vision to keep them on alert. When
necessary, they can flee swiftly on land with running speeds
up to 35 miles an hour, and they are able swimmers, useful
if/when being chased by a predator that might be a bobcat,
coyote, or mountain lion. If they use their talents well, they
can live for 15-20 years.
In case you have missed the real thing, ’tis the season to see
some fantasy deer in Del Mar: that mini herd of reindeer
that rides high with Santa right atop rooftops on Camino
Del Mar.

continued on page 13
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Plaza Plus

FROM Managing Costs page 12

Felise Levine | Forest Way

Next take a look at the total salary cost, which includes
seasonal and overtime costs. Salaries have grown from
$5.3 million to $7.0 million, which represents a 32%
growth over six years or a compound annual growth rate of
4.93%. Considering the 2.1% growth in the staff level, the
remaining 2.8% growth relates to the growth of average
salaries per person (including cost of living and merit
increases).

O

riginally created and built in 1989 by local developers
Ivan Gayler and David Winkler, the Plaza is
undergoing a revitalization by new owners and Del Mar
residents, Patty and Marc Brutton.
In a brief interview with Patty Brutton, she shared her goals
for the plaza to modernize, improve signage, re-landscape
the ocean plaza, and add interesting new tenants. Several
new businesses have already opened, Kim Kelly Fit,
Seabiscuit and Jana Ann Bridal, and there are more to
come. Kim Kelly provides barre, yoga and fitness classes
designed to make you sweat while having fun. The studio
also has a small boutique of athletic wear. Seabiscuit offers
a one-stop shopping experience selling a curated collection
of wrapped gifts, accessories, loungewear and unique
designer clothing. Haily Hofer, their enthusiastic manager
said, “We’re only a year old, a brick and mortar store and
the community is supporting us, especially in the face of
internet shopping. It’s exciting to see the changes in the
Plaza and to see it come back to its former glory.” Jana Ann
Bridal Couture is another new tenant. Owned by designer
Jana Ann, who is often on-site, this boutique offers custom
designed gowns and individual service to brides of all sizes.
Restaurants are major anchors to a shopping plaza, and
Del Mar Plaza will be welcoming two additions to their
successful line-up of restaurants and long-term tenants ll
Fornaio, Enoteca Del Fornaio, Rendevous, Pacifica, Pacifica
Breeze Café, and Shimbashi Izakaya. Opening in the spring
of 2020, Tamarindo Kitchen Del Mar will offer street Latin
fare such as tacos, homemade tortillas, heathy veggie bowls,
craft beers, and beverages. Monarch Ocean Pub, also
opening in the spring, is a casual sports bar and gastro pub.
It will have a “walk-in from the beach” vibe with lots of TVs
and comfortable lounge seating to gather with friends.
With the holidays approaching, a short walk to Del Mar
Plaza as well as to the other businesses in our village will be
an important way to keep our town vital and our businesses
thriving.

FROM Commentary Weare page 11
no chance to visualize the 46ft proposed height and the
dense lot coverage with the usual story poles because the
developer has refused repeated requests to install them.
Using the ballot initiative to approve the zoning change
means the conclusions of other usual reports -- geological,
financial-- are not useful tools as they can no longer be
used to control the project design and safety and to ensure
its consistency with Del Mar’s community values. To date,
Marisol has not undergone any Del Mar Board review
as required of all other projects including residential
remodels!
The developer claims advantages to adoption of this plan,
e.g., “BLUFF ACCESS FOR EVERYONE”. We already have
this access and unobstructed views via the subdivision map
approval process. This is guaranteed by the current

A more challenging area is the cost of benefits. Benefits
have grown from $1.6 million to $2.7 million or 69% over
the six years, which represents an 8.5% compound annual
growth rate. This is largely a reflection of the cost of defined
benefits under the CalPERS retirement system, which
covers all City employees.
Overall, these numbers look reasonable in terms of staff
growth and salary costs and understandable given the
mandatory pension costs of the CalPERS defined benefit
system. The departmental detail also shows that the
Planning Department and the Administrative Services
department (City Clerk, Finance and Information Systems)
constituted the highest growth areas. This growth was
driven in recent years by the City Hall project, the increased
number of planning permits and support for the increased
level of capital improvement projects. The budget for next
few years also anticipates the work related to the next
Housing Element, which is due in early 2021. While these
facts don’t constitute a detailed assessment of productivity,
the costs seem to be reasonably in line with the expanded
workload.
The city’s policy commitment to ensure that costs will grow
more slowly than revenues can be challenging, but will keep
us out of trouble.

zoning and the General Plan. The initiative process removes
these controls. They also claim the initiative prevents
mansions on the bluff allowed under current zoning. These
“mansions” would be limited to 3500-5500 ft and 14 feet
high on mostly one-acre lots. The developers claim 40%
reduction from their first submission, but the coverage
(footprint) of the Marisol project is 189,401 sq ft vs. 179,700
sq ft for the old project: a 5% increase in density.
The developer advertises the “Transient Occupancy Tax
(TOT)” as new city revenue. But Del Mar residents have
never chosen to sell out their environment for out of scale
development. The city is financially sound. MONEY in
exchange for our QUALITY OF LIFE should not be an
option.
Finally, Marisol is a poorly structured planning document.
For example, height limitations of the 1- and 2-story
elements are not even specified. Rather than invest time
in a well-vetted plan, the developer has invested in an
expensive and unprecedented sales pitch to try and win
over our residents. Don’t be fooled. Preserve Del Mar’s
long-standing planning process and zones that preserve
Del Mar’s unique natural resources. Del Mar is not for sale,
Vote NO on this initiative.
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pINKS FOR bREAST cANCER cURE

Farmers Market
LUM YUM
Jeff Barnouw | Amphitheatre Drive

Photo Nitza Leichtling

difficult to bake the bread AND roast the vegetables, so he
now makes the bread the day before. I was happy to get a
complementary (full disclosure) sample roasted vegetable
plate, which was delicious, particularly together with the
bread. So far customers are equally divided between takeaway (home) and eat-on-site.

Jesse Aghravi setting up.
Photo Jeff Barnouw

A

new face among the vendors at the Farmers Market
is Jesse Aghravi. He comes from New York City, so
living in Del Mar he misses the crowds and bustle. He calls
his business Lum from lumen or luminous which for him
suggests the fire of his propane gas oven, in which he roasts
vegetables bought only at Chino Farms, mostly nightshade
plants such as peppers, squash, eggplant, tomato, parsnip,
pumpkin, beet, sweet potato. He buys them the day before
the market and roasts them in a prep-kitchen at Lucky Bolt
in Sorrento Valley sharing space with like-minded owner
Chris Schlesser. The roasting at the Market reheats them,
and they are served with condiments and olive oil, and
lovely bread.
At first he also used his oven at the Market to bake his own
bread, created from alkaline water and organic malted flour
which he gets from Utah’s Central Milling Company. The
dough is left to ferment for two days. It proved too

Jesse became interested in cooking while he was a student
in Denver some 20 years ago. He then realized that to
make a career of gastronomy he had to start back at the
Big Apple. (He throws in some apple with his vegetables.)
His breakthrough came with a stint five years ago as chef
de cuisine under Saul Bolton at Saul’s in Brooklyn, which
had gained a Michelin star. He now also has a booth at
the Leucadia Farmers Market on Sundays and is starting
a pop-up pairing with Ironsmith Coffee Shop in Encinitas,
which he hopes will become regular.
His menu offerings also include things like black bean dip
and Fall salad. Everything is done with “premium sourced”
produce and with culinary skill and care. Let’s hope we can
produce some crowds and bustle at the Farmers Market to
make him feel at home here or at least not homesick. He
is happily settling in, in fact, with his wife who sometimes
helps with their stall. Their baby boy is a year old.
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Zone Up
Ann Gardner | Via Latina

T

he City is accepting public comment on a proposed
change that would allow additional residential units
in two areas: Professional Commercial (PC) zone on
Camino del Mar between 8th and 9th and the the North
Commercial (NC) zone at the corners of Jimmy Durante
Blvd. and San Dieguito Drive. The draft is available for
review at City Hall, at the Del Mar Library and is on
the City’s website at: Delmar.ca.us/751/NCPC-ZoningAmendment. Comments may be submitted through
January 3, 2020 via mail to the Planning Department
or via email to Shaun McMahon at smcmahon@delmar.
ca.us/. There will also be a December 2 City Council
and December 3 Planning Commission hearing on the
proposed amendment.

(NC) San Dieguito Drive

The proposed change would allow up to 20 dwelling units,
mixed-use commercial and residential or all commercial
where only one residential unit per parcel is currently
allowed. There would be no changes in the allowed floor
area, lot coverage and heights. The amendment provides
more opportunities for much needed additional housing
in Del Mar plus the desired possibility of residences
within walking distance of work and other neighborhood
amenities. The proposed change is one of the ways Del Mar
hopes to meet its quota of additional housing, including
affordable housing, as required by the State and approved
by Council as part of our 2013-2021 Housing Element.
The Draft also includes the evaluation of residential uses
in the Public Facilities zones for possible consideration
in the future. No specific development is proposed. In
reviewing the Draft, respondents are being asked to focus
on the sufficiency of the Draft in identifying environmental
impacts of the proposed changes and mitigating for those
impacts.

Properties identified for additional residential units.
(PC) Camino del Mar south of 9th Street.
Photos Ann Gardner

(NC) Jimmy Durante Boulevard

(PC) Camino del Mar north of 8th Street
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Lagoon Flush
Betty Wheeler | Seaview Avenue

H

eavy equipment dredged the San Dieguito River
inlet in November to restore tidal flushing to the San
Dieguito Lagoon. This work produced 16,000 cubic yards
of sand, which was placed on Del Mar’s beach south of
the river mouth. This tidal flushing is critical to wetlands
ecology, and to support the $90 million San Dieguito
Wetlands Restoration Project completed in Nov. 2011 as
mitigation for the negative impacts on marine life caused
by San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station’s ocean water
cooling system. The dredging was paid for by Southern
California Edison and SDG&E as as part of the SONGS
mitigation agreement.
In furtherance of its beach nourishment goals, at its Nov.
18 meeting, the City Council approved a $150,000 grant
application to the California Division of Boating and
Waterways for sand replenishment. If approved, the funds
would likely be available in Fall 2021.
Courtesy City of Del Mar

Remembering Jerry

Climate Change in Action

Innovator directed Nissan design center in La Jolla.

Uncharacteristic heavy gusts unmoored the top of this
Carmel Valley Road sign on November 20-21.

1939-2019

Courtesy Hirshberg family.

D

el Mar neighbor, Jerry Hirshberg, earned a well
deserved reputation as an international auto design
leader.
He was an artist, musician, author, management
consultant, lecturer, and devoted family man. Jerry and
Linda have been longtime supporters of the Sandpiper.
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Tales of Trees & Humans

Bluff Trail

Dolores Davies Jamison | Crest Road

Julie Maxey-Allison | 10th Street

I

’ve always been inspired by stately trees and their
sheltering canopies and have always been drawn to
communities like Del Mar, that appreciate trees and their
many benefits. The 2018 book, The Overstory, by Richard
Powers, was inspired by the author’s own epiphany during
a walk through a majestic redwood forest in Santa Cruz.
After he completed the massive amount of research needed
to write his 500-page novel, Powers too felt transformed
by the trees; he moved to the foothills of the Great Smoky
Mountains, near one of the nation’s untouched oldgrowth forests. Powers’s most poignant message? We as a
society have misinterpreted the true meaning of Darwin’s
Survival of the Fittest doctrine. While he acknowledges
that competition plays a role, the species that survive are
the most adaptive to the natural world. Collaboration and
cooperation are key strengths that make a species most
fit. Our attachment to human exceptionalism, he argues,
demands that the natural world adapt to us, a critical
misstep that could lead to our extinction.
The Overstory presents the tales of nine characters, each
of whom has some pivotal encounter with a tree or trees.
Toward the end of the book—which won a slew of literary
awards, including the 2019 Pulitzer Prize—the characters
have all become inextricably linked in their reverence for
old growth forests, 98% of which have been lost to the
logger’s blade.
These vignettes form the “Roots” of the novel, and range
from the Air Force loadmaster who is saved by a banyan
tree during the Vietnam War, to the Iowa farm family with
its tradition of preserving and photographing a sentinel
Chestnut tree, from one generation to the next. While
many of the characters experience an epiphany of sorts
which forever changes their lives, one who has remarkable
character—a shy, speech-impaired girl has a special bond
with trees and plants. Patricia Westerfeld, more at ease in
the company of trees and plants then humans, becomes a
forestry biologist who documents the myriad ways trees
collaborate, communicate, and protect each other.
Several characters in Powers’s novel were inspired by real
people, including the Westerfeld character, who was based
on the discoveries of Suzanne Simard, a Canadian professor
of forest ecology. Simard discovered the symbiotic networks
that exist between trees below-ground, and the exchanges
of water, carbon and nutrients that occur in a “community
of trees.” Westerfeld implores humans to pay attention to
trees and argues that we have more in common with them
then than we realize: “You and the tree in your backyard
come from a common ancestor.” In fact, the networks
formed by trees mimic the neural and social networks
formed by humans, says Simard.
After the reader is introduced to the “Roots,” and

Interview with Torrey Pines State Natural Reserve’s
Darren Smith, Senior Environmental Scientist,
California State Parks, San Diego Coast District

D

arren Smith reports that the Torrey Pines Reserve is
now being taken care better than it has been in the
past, to insure the reserve’s future. “For the first time in
eight years we have funding for more experienced staff to
do the needed repairs and preventative maintenance that
had been deferred. There is always a lot of work to maintain
trails and it is now going on.” The issues the reserve faces
are sea rise and eroding bluffs and draught that is killing
the Torrey Pine trees.
Remember Sisyphus of the Myth, the guy who pushes that
heavy stone uphill only to see it roll down and continually
pushes it up yet again? Tough, but at least he had a hill.
The Reserve is losing its hill. “The problem is our bluffs
are sandstone, with old trails that are ‘fall line’ trails
that go straight down. Runoff water follows those trails
down, damaging the already unstable bluffs.” Some have
succumbed. The old Fat Man’s Misery trail was closed
because of a stability issue.
Happily, Headquarters in Sacramento has given the go
ahead to “redesign” downtrodden trails. The plan is “to
make them more parallel to the top, moving trails down
in a zig zig pattern to curb water flow and erosion—of
course with California Coastal Commission permission. It
took some time to convince those in Sacramento that the
Reserve attracts 3 million people a year and is in demand
year round. With social media users inviting the public to
come see the beautiful views, we don’t have an off season.”
To keep hikers off receding cliffs edges the Reserve
switched the guide fencing to slender eye rod and cable.“We
want to keep the public safe, and moved some fencing away
from edges. While the new fencing doesn’t disappear, it is
much lighter looking than the old wooden posts.”
How to handle the vast numbers of visitors? Admittedly,
the Reserve is worried about capacity. There are no plans
continued on page 18

their tree tales, the novel advances to “Trunk,” in which
some of the characters gather to protest the logging of old
growth redwood trees in Oregon. Some of the protesters
take up residence in Mimas, a monumental redwood tree.
In “Crown,” we learn how the protesters’ actions resolve
and the group splits up. In “Seeds,” the last part of the
book, Powers writes about the consequences and the
legacies they leave.
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A Moving Memoir

FROM Bluff trail page 17

Part Three – Joining Jitters
Nancy Fisher | Ipswich, Massachusetts
This is the third of three articles on the author’s recent
move from Del Mar to Ipswich.

O

n a Monday in early August the moving van arrived
and unloaded box after box of the “stuff” of our lives,
and by late Tuesday we had enough empty cardboard boxes
to fill our double garage, kitchen, and living room. We
also had an invitation to a cocktail party, received a few
hours before, which would be hosted that evening by the
new professional property manager of our condominium
association. It would be a chance, the invitation promised,
to get to know the new company and our neighbors.

to limit the use of the Reserve at present as Pt. Lobos and
some other parks have done, but the Reserve “might have
to in the future. The thought is to keep up with current
usage through maintenance.”
Of course it isn’t only the visitors that cause wear on the
site, it is climate change, the drought and the sudden heavy
rains.
While the Reserve lost 15% of the trees population, stressed
by the bark beetle, also at home here, and the below normal
rainfall in the past 15 years, it has happened before in the
1960s and the 1980s and now with less rain and moisture
predicted.
Darren, a chaparral biologist, also points out “In addition to
the Torrey Pine trees the Reserve hosts some 50 rare plant
species—some more rare than the Torrey Pine and we want
those, too, to thrive.”
In addition to the immediate work being done, “We are
looking to climate reforestation on the North facing slopes
possibly on the Guy Fleming Trail, near to the lagoon to
give trees their best chance. We will be working with the
San Diego Zoo and the Institute for Conservation Research
on how to maintain a sustainable reserve. As the climate
gets hotter and drier we need to be smarter. And, in 1888
only 200 Torrey Pine trees existed at the site and now in
2019 we have 3500.” For information and updates or to
volunteer: torreypine.org.

to haul the cardboard out for the recyclers.
The Mansion at Turner Hill. Photo Mike Salt.

The venue was the 1898 Elizabethan mansion that is the
centerpiece of the Turner Hill Golf Club and the Residences
at Turner Hill, and serves as its clubhouse. Elegant and
creepy at the same time, and said to be haunted, it’s a
popular wedding spot and also hosts gatherings of all kinds.
We cobbled together some cocktail attire and went.
Our closest neighbors, who had seen or heard about the
van unloading only the day before, treated us like royalty
just for showing up, and we met our next-door neighbor,
Nancy, the couple two doors down, Bill and Ronna, and
Rene (pronounced Rainy) and Patty, from across the
street. While I tried to explain to everyone why anyone
would intentionally move from Del Mar to Ipswich, Mike
tried to get rid of the cardboard. Which day was trash
day? Where was the dump, and how could he get a sticker?
Would our recycling guys possibly take that much? We left
feeling welcomed, and even embraced, which was nothing
compared to how we felt at 7:30 the next morning when we
found Bill and Rene standing in our driveway ready

And just like that, before the sun set on our third day, we
knew the neighbors.
So, back to the point of these articles. If we had a chance to
do it over again, as we do, would we get as involved with the
community as we did in Del Mar?
Yes. If not, we’d risk never meeting a writer like Ann
Gardner, or meeting friends with the volunteer spirit
of the McGreals, Carol Kerridge, or Jeff Barnouw. We
might never see another smile as beautiful as Mary Ann
Emerson’s, never pick the brains of a Don Mosier or a
Jacqueline Winterer, or know hearts as warm as those of
Karolen Linderman and Sherryl Parks. We could miss out
on witnessing the energy of Lee Haydu and Bill Michalsky,
the tenacity of Rose Ann, Ira, Hershell, and Pam, and the
wit of all of those who made us shoot milk out of our noses
laughing. In alphabetical order, from Abarbanel to Zizka,
we met many of the best Del Mar has to offer and will
always be grateful.
And finally, to Bud Emerson, who weathers ad hominem
attacks as graciously as he deflects praise for all he does for
the city – as Dorothy said to the scarecrow, “I’ll miss you
most of all.”
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Del Mar Community Calendar
December 2019
DM Farmers Market: Saturdays, 1-4 pm, DM Civic Center

City Council Meeting. December 2, 2019, 4:30 PM - 9:00

PM @ Del Mar Town Hall

Planning Commission (PC). December 3, 2019, 6:00

PM - 8:00 PM @ Del Mar Town Hall

DM Community Connections – Tuesday Lunch

Connections – Reservations Requested. Tuesday,
December 3, Noon-1:30pm, Del Mar Community Building,
225 9th St.

DM Library Adults. Yoga. Tuesdays, December 3 & 10 at

12:00pm.

Parks & Recreation Committee (NOTE CHANGE OF

DATE, TIME AND LOCATION). December 4, 2019, 4:00
PM - 6:00 PM @ Breezeway North
DM Community Connections – DMCC Annual Holiday
Luncheon. Wednesday, December 4, Noon-2:00pm, St.
Peters Parish Hall 334 14th St.
DM Library Adults. Chair Yoga. Wednesdays at 10:45 &

11:45am.

DM Foundation - First Thursdays: Randi Driscoll &

Friends. Thu, December 5, 7–8:15pm Powerhouse. Doors
open at 6:30 for wine and cheese. Open to subscription
holders only!
DM Community Connections – Adapting to Life
Transitions Support Group. Friday, December 6, 2:30pm –
4:00pm, Del Mar Community Building, 225 9th St.
DM Library Kids. InspirArt Studio: A program run by

middle school students dedicated to provide opportunities
for children grades K-6 to creatively express themselves
through art activities. Saturdays, December 6, 13, &20 at
3:30pm

DM Library Kids. Matter Minds: Fun science experiments

for elementary age children to explore science. Saturday,
December 7 at 11:00am

The Del Mar Historical Society will not have a regular

December meeting. The next meeting will be Wednesday,
January 8, at 5:00 pm in the conference room at 225 9th
Street. All are encouraged to attend.

DM Community Connections – Decluttering Workshop.

Wednesday, January 8, 2:30pm – 3:30pm, Town Hall,
1050 Camino Del Mar.

Sustainability Advisory Board (SAB). December 9, 2019,
5:00 PM - 7:00 PM @ Del Mar Town Hall.

DM Community Connections –Healthy Aging Forum with
Dr. Kalina “Celebration of Light.” Tuesday, December 10,
9:30am – 11:00am, Del Mar Community Building, 225 9th
St.
Parks & Recreation Committee (RESCHEDULED TO

12/4). December 11, 2019, 4:45 PM - 5:45 PM @ Del Mar
Town Hall

Design Review Board (DRB). December 11, 2019, 6:00
PM - 8:00 PM @ Del Mar Town
DM Library Adults. Art Instruction for Adults with Sandra

Dodd. Wednesday, December 11 at 3:30pm

Utility Undergrounding Project Advisory Committee.

December 12, 2019, 7:30 AM - 9:00 AM @ Del Mar Town
DM Community Connections –Holiday Cookie Decorating
Party . Thursday, December 12, 1:00pm-3:00pm, Del Mar
Community Building, 225 9th St.
DM Library Kids. Toddler Yoga. Thursday, December 12

at 10 & 10:45am.

DM Community Connections – DMCC Board of Directors
Meeting. Saturday, December 14, 9:00am – 11:00am, Del
Mar Community Building, 225 9th St.
DM Library Kids. STEM+: Journey to the Night Sky.
Learn about stars, how they form, and evolve. Led by
Canyon Crest Academy students. Saturday, December 14,
2:30pm.
City Council Meeting. December 16, 2019, 4:30 PM - 9:00

PM @ Del Mar Town.

DM Community Connections - DMCC Diners. Monday,
December 16, Noon-1:30pm, En Fuego Cantina and Grill,
1342 Camino Del Mar.
Traffic, Parking Advisory Committee (TPAC). December

17, 2019, 5:00 PM - 7:00 PM @ Del Mar Town.

DM Community Connections – Tuesday Lunch
Connections – Reservations Requested. Tuesday,
December 17, Noon-1:30pm, Del Mar Community Building,
225 9th St.
San Dieguito Lagoon Committee. December 18, 2019,

6:00 PM - 8:00 PM @ Breezeway

DM Community Connections - Singing Together.
Thursday, December 19, 3:00pm-5:30pm, Chisari
Residence.
DM Library Kids. Bilingual Storytime & Music. Thursday,
December 19, 2019, 10:00am.
DM Foundation - 2nd Annual Solstice Party Featuring
Hullabaloo. Sat, December 21, 4pm Powerhouse Park
Business Support Advisory Committee. December 24,
2019, 9:00 AM - 11:00 AM @ City of Del Mar Town
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Meet Beth
Jeff Barnouw | Amphitheatre Drive

B

eth Murray joined City staff toward the end of May,
in time for our celebration of the 60th anniversary of
incorporation and the delayed end-phase of Streetscape.
On one of her first days at work the internet was downed
by damaged wires. Everything she could be usefully
doing depended on the web, so she borrowed a colleague’s
copy of Nancy Hanks Ewing’s Del Mar Looking Back and
immersed herself in our history. She did get to contribute
to the celebration, among other things ordering the cake.
After a B.A. from Nebraska (Lincoln) she came to SDSU for
graduate work, gaining a Masters in Public Administration
in 1994. Her original focus was urban planning and she
started as Senior Planner with the Development Services
Department of San Diego in 1997. Since then she had
moved up the ladder from one part of the City of San
Diego staff to the next, except for a brief stint, Sept. 2012
to April 2013, as Assistant Director of the Planning and
Development Services Department of the County of San
Diego.
Her last position with the City of San Diego was May 2014
to Feb. 2019 as Program Manager of the Public Utilities
Department, which included “managing a consultant
contract for an operational assessment of the water meter
and billing functions, facility enhancement projects,
customer service workshops, and employee wellness
programs.” Describing this, she emphasized that she was
working with people, albeit within the staff, assuring the
smooth working of the group.
Now, in Del Mar, she was interacting with outside people,
like merchants concerned with how Streetscape

could be
managed to
minimize the
impact on their
business. A
breath of fresh
air? So it seems.
Like other staff
hired from
much larger
cities, Beth is
gratified by
the scale of
Del Mar which
allows, enables
and requires
employees to
be interactive
and flexible,
not immersed
Photo Julie Maxey-Allison.
in a single
department
with its own purposes and hierarchy, but part of a staff that
often has to rally all its forces to meet a new challenge. She
is now a Senior Management Analyst, perhaps far from her
planning origins, but in Del Mar no important function is
cut off from the others.
In fact Beth is the City liaison with the Business Support
Advisory Committee, the newly formed Arts Advisory
Committee, the cluster of Non-Profits which meets
quarterly, and the DMVA. She is the City’s Public
Information Officer and as such oversees the e-mail Del
Mar Weekly Newsletter, which you should subscribe to. She
lives in Bird Rock, La Jolla with her husband of 25 years
and “two adorable cats.”
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